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ABSTRACT

The Internet is slowly adopting routers utilizing random early detection queue
management. Clearly, the switch to RED will not be made overnight. There will
be a period of time, perhaps a long period, when drop tail and RED routers will
coexist in the Internet. This paper explores the performance consequences of
the heterogenity. Using the SSFNet simulator with a simple experimental topol-
ogy we show that network performance for a given flow is affected most by the
routers nearest the sender.

1 Introduction

Routers employing Random Early Detection (RED) queue management [5] are gaining popularity in
the Internet community and their deployment is being actively encouraged [1]. This is due to several factors.
Traditional, drop tail routers, drop any packets that arrive while the queue is full. This causes periods of
multiple losses for all of the flows attempting to send packets through that router. Drop tail queuing also
leads to unfairness since the queue can be filled by packets from high bandwidth flows and cause packets
from all flows, high bandwidth or not, to be dropped. RED also avoids the global synchronization problem
found with drop tail routers under congested conditions.

As with the introduction of any new technology, deployment of RED will be an incremental process.
This is exacerbated by the size of the Internet. There are thousands of routers that will require software or
hardware updates in order to implement RED. There will likely be an extended perion of time during which
drop tail and RED routers will coexist. This raises a natural question: What are the performance consequences
of having a network containing both RED and drop tail routers?

In this paper we begin the study of the interaction between RED and drop tail routers. We employ
the SSFNet [2] simulator with a very simple topology to explore the basic behaviors or network traffic in a
network with heterogenous routers.

This paper is structure as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of both drop tail queuing and RED
queuing. In Section 3 we further motivate RED by giving some examples of situations in which drop tail
routers can cause dramatic loss of throughput or fairness. Section 4 discusses our simulation environment
and experimental network topology.

2 A Router Queuing Review

We now present a brief review of drop tail and RED queuing. This is to provide background knowledge
for the discussion in the rest of the paper for those unfamiliar with RED or those who have forgotten the
details.
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2.1 Drop Tail

Drop tail queuing is by far the simplest approach to router queue management. The router accepts and
forwards all packets that arrive as long is buffer space is available for the incoming packet. If a packet arrives
and the queue is currently full, the incoming packet is dropped. The sender eventually finds out about the
lost packet and shrinks its sending window. Section 3 discusses how this queuing discipline can lead to poor
performance and throughput.

2.2 RED

Random Early Detection [5] seeks to prevent the routers queue from becoming full by randomly drop-
ping packets, and thus slowing senders down, before the queue is entirely full. Two parameters govern
REDs behavior, REDmin and REDmax. A RED router maintains a notion of the length of the queue, often
as an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA). When a new packet arrives, if the EWMA is less
than REDmin the packet is queued and forwarded. If the EWMA is greater than REDmax the packet is
dropped. If the EWMA is between REDmin and REDmax then the packet is dropped with probability,
pa = pb/(1− count ∗ pb) where count is the number of packets since the last randomly dropped packet and
pb = REDmax(ewma−REDmin)/(REDmax−REDmin). Thus, when the EWMA is between REDmin

and REDmax the probability of a drop increases with the length of the queue. In this way, RED both prevents
the bursty drop behavior of a drop tail queue, and increases fairness by dropping more packets from flows
with higher bandwidth consumption.
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Figure 1: In this loss scenario cwnd starts at 7 and after the triple duplicate ACK is received cwnd has been reduced to 3,
yet there are 6 outstanding packets.
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3 Loss in TCP

TCP interprets packet loss as being indicative of congestion. TCP reacts by shrinking it’s sending
window. Multiple consequitive losses can cause dramatic shrinking of the sending window. The resultant
loss of throughput can last long after the congestion event has ended. Figure 1 shows an example of such
loss. The initial congestion window, cwnd, in this example is 7. Packets 3, 4 and 5 are all lost, perhaps
due to an overrun queue in a drop tail router. Due to multiplicative decrease in TCP, by the time packet
3 is successfully retransmitted, cwnd has been reduced to 3, and there are 6 outstanding packets. The loss
example in Figure 1 can be caused when a drop tail queue is overrun since, when a packet is dropped due to
a full queue, it is likely that the packet immediately following it will be dropped for the same reason. RED
avoids this by randomly dropping packets before the queue gets full. This causes the senders experiencing
drops to shrink their windows less severely, thus reducing traffic more gracefully to avoid queue overruns and
the resulting loss situation.

Fairness is another issue that argues in favor of RED. When a drop tail queue is full, the router drops
all new packets regardless of what flow they are part of. RED, by randomly dropping a few packets before
the queue fills, tends to drop more packets from those flows consuming the most bandwidth.

4 Simulation Methodology

All of the results presented in this paper were generated using the Raceway SSFNet [2] network simu-
lator. The topology used is shown in Figure 2. R1 and R2 are either drop tail or RED routers, and traffic can
be either unidirectional or bidirectional. The links from the hosts to the routers are 100 MB with a latency
of 13 microseconds, the link between the routers is 1.5 MB with a latency of 16 microseconds. Note that
SSFNet does not include a router simulation with RED queuing, so the authors implemented one. The work-
load for all but one simulation consisted of the clients making a request for a 10 MB file from a server. In one
simulation the file size was 20 MB. All routers had 75000 B buffers. The size of a data packet was 1000 B
and acknowledgements were XXX B. The values for REDmin and REDmax are the values reccomended
in [5], namely 15000 B and 30000 B respectively. We do not address the problem of tuning REDmin and
REDmax, as we expect the general results to be similar regardless of the values.

We have not tried to cover every possible configuration nor every possible type of data transfer. HTTP,
or any interactive application, will have different characteristics than our long-lived bulk transfer [3]. Since
we are most interested in the effects of the router queueing protocol, we have chosen to give both the sender
and receiver huge window sizes (10000 packets each). Our flows will be congestion controlled, not flow
controlled.

R1 R2

H1 H3

H2 H4

Figure 2: The topology used for our experiments.
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5 Simulation Results

We simulated long transfers over a variety of network configurations. Our individual simulations trans-
fer traffic over two droptail routers; over a droptail router then over a RED router; over a RED router then
over a droptail router; and finally over two RED routers. Although all of our flows are long-lived, transferring
10MB, we test with all of the data traffic flowing the same direction and with data traffic flowing in both
directions across the bottleneck link.

5.1 Two Drop Tail Queues

We begin with a network that has only droptail routers. This network will provide the baseline mea-
surements. We simulated unidirectional traffic – both servers connected to the same router – and bidirectional
traffic – each server connected to a different router.

Table 1 summarizes the results of simulations in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. Losses are measured in
packets and throughput is measured in Mbps.

Flow Number ACK Losses Data Losses Throughput
1 0 10 0.82

Simulation 5.1.1 2 0 36 0.61
1 0 5 1.29

Simulation 5.1.2 2 0 5 1.25

Table 1: Results using two droptail routers. Losses measured in packets; throughput measured in Mbps.

5.1.1 Unidirectional Traffic

Both servers are connected to the same router, so all data traffic flows in the same direction across the
bottleneck link. The bottleneck link can carry at most 150Mb1 of data over the life of the simulation; the
two transfers combined try to transfer 160Mb of data. Clearly one or both flows must fail to complete in the
allotted time.

The two flows drop a total of 46 packets; 10 packets dropped from one flow and the other 36 packets
dropped from the other flow. The flow with only 10 drops completes its transfer; the other flow transfers
7635001B (or 7.63MB).

The two flows consume 94% of available bandwidth over the duration of the simulation. Six percent
of bandwidth goes unused for a number of reasons: the flows are starting from 0% usage and must ramp up
to saturating the bottleneck link; packet losses force the flows to reduce their congestion windows, limiting
the number of packets that can be outstanding in the network; large losses from a single window force the
senders to catastrophically reduce their congestion window to 1 AND to suffer coarse grained timeouts. In
this case, one flow suffered the loss of every other packet starting with sequence number 62001 and ending
with 114001. The nature of Reno slow-start makes it likely that at least half of a window of data will be lost
at the end of slow-start. The large number of losses make it impossible to fully recover using fast retransmit,
so the flow suffers a coarse grained timeout.

5.1.2 Drop Tail Queues, Bidirectional Traffic

It is unlikely that all data will flow in the same direciton across the bottleneck link. It is much more
likely that the senders and receivers will be distributed on both sides of the bottleneck link [6].

Our second simulation places one server on either side of the bottlenck link. Data flowing in both
directions can push both routers to drop packets and forces ACK packets to compete for queue space with the

1
1.5Mbps × 100s
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data packets, potentially causing ACK packets to be lost2.

Both flows completed their transfers. Flow 1 required 61.8 seconds and flow 2 required 64.2 seconds
to complete. Theoretically, the flows could have finished in 53 seconds3. Each flow suffered exactly 5 data
packet losses and no ACK packet losses.

5.2 Two RED Queues

Our second set of simulations mirror those of Section 5.1.1 and Section 5.1.2, replacing the droptail
routers with RED routers. This presents the opposite extreme of homogenous networks.

Table 2 summarizes the results using two RED queues. Losses are measured in packets and throughput
is measured in Mbps.

Flow Number ACK Losses Data Losses Throughput
1 0 46 0.67

Simulation 5.2.1 2 0 13 0.68
1 22 26 1.09

Simulation 5.2.2 2 0 29 1.09

Table 2: Results using two RED routers. Losses measured in packets; throughput measured in Mbps.

5.2.1 Unidirectional Traffic

We repeate the simulation of Section 5.1.1 using RED routers instead of droptail routers. Because RED
routers expose a smaller apparent queue length than do droptail queues, we expect and get more dropped
packets.

The two flows suffer 59 total dropped data packets. Flow 1 suffered 46 drops; flow 2 suffered 13 drops.
Despite (or because of) the wide difference in number of dropped packets, the two flows achieved similar
overall throughput. Flow 1 transferred 8.4MB; flow 2 transferred 8.5MB. The flows achieved 0.67Mbps and
0.68Mbps. Overall, the aggregate throughput was 1.35Mbps or 90% of the bottleneck capcity. The flows
achieved approximately 95% of the throughput from Section 5.1.1.

An important observation is that neither flow completed the full transfer in the allotted time. It is
impossible for both flows to complete their transfers in the allotted time. It is an open question whether
fairness or transfer completion should be the ultimate goal.

5.2.2 Bidirectional Traffic

We repeat the simulation of Section 5.1.2 replacing the droptail routers with RED routers. We expect
competition for buffer space between data packets and ACK packets. The probabilistic nature of RED drop-
ping and the use of Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) queue length mean that some ACK
packets will be dropped.

The two flows suffer 77 total dropped packets. Flow 1 suffered 48 dropped packets; flow 2 suffered
29 dropped packets. The dropped packets for flow 2 were all data packets. The dropped packets for flow 1
were nearly evenly divided between data and ACK packets (22 ACK packets dropped and 26 data packets
dropped).

There is sufficient bandwidth for both flows to complete their transfers. The lower bound for time is
53 seconds as in Section 5.1.2. Both flows finished in 73.5 seconds. The time is longer than that for droptail
routers and far longer than the theoretical minimum. Both flows are slowed by the larger number of drops
and by the long sequences of drops.

2Although it is possible to lose ACK packets with droptail queues, no ACK packets were dropped
3
80Mb ÷ 1.5Mbps
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EWMA reduces the impact of a short congestion period, absorbing short bursts of traffic. However,
EWMA also prolongs the apparent duration of congestion events. Both flows suffer at least two long se-
quences of losses: flow 1 has two loss episodes for 15 and 9 packets; flow 2 has three loss episodes for 14, 7,
and 5 packets. The effects on TCP Reno of multiple losses within a single transmit window are known to be
bad [4].

5.3 One RED Queue and One Droptail Queue

Our last set of simulations focus on heterogenous networks. Our network has one RED router and one
droptail router. To account for all arrangements, we have to run three simulations

1. unidirectional traffic, data encounters droptail router first (Section 5.3.1)

2. unidirectional traffic, data encounters RED router first (Section 5.3.2)

3. bidirectional traffic (Section 5.3.3)

Table 3 summarizes the results using a heterogenous network. Losses are measured in packets (data
packets are 1000 bytes and ACK packets are 40 bytes) and throughput is measured in Mbps.

RED Router Droptail Router
Flow Number ACK Losses Data Losses ACK Losses Data Losses Throughput

1 0 0 0 10 0.82
Simulation 5.3.1 2 0 0 0 36 0.61

1 0 62 0 0 0.64
Simulation 5.3.2 2 0 22 0 0 0.64

1 0 27 0 0 0.83
Simulation 5.3.3 2 40 0 0 4 1.38

Table 3: Results using heterogenous network. Losses measured in packets; throughput measured in Mbps.

5.3.1 Unidirectional Traffic, droptail first

Having explored homogenous networks, we now turn to heterogenous networks. These types of net-
works are likely in the Internet simply because there are too many routers to replace at the same time.

We returned to all data traffic flowing in the same direction across the bottleneck link. We replaced the
receiver side router with a RED router.

This simulation produced results identical to the results in Section 5.1.1 with all droptail routers. Think-
ing about the flow of data, the result is not surprising. The ACK packets are so small, there would have to be
over 375 ACKs waiting in the queue before the RED router even considered dropping one. The ACK-clocked
nature of TCP and the tight constraint on bottleneck bandwidth prevented such a large backlog of ACKs from
ever developing.

If fairness is important, then placing a RED router at the “client” end of a bottleneck link with unidi-
rectional traffic is the wrong decision.

5.3.2 Unidirectional Traffic, RED first

Building off the simulation of Section 5.3.1 we reversed the positions of the two routers. The RED
router became the first router encountered by data packets.

The two RED parameters, REDmin and REDmax make it appear that the RED router has less buffer
space than a comparably provisioned droptail router. The RED router should appear to have no more than
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REDmax or 30KB of buffer space, while the droptail queue reveals the full 75KB of buffer space. The
smaller apparent queue length causes more drops.

The two flows suffered a total of 84 drops, nearly double the number of flows when using droptail
queues. Flow 1 suffered 62 drops while flow 2 suffered 22 drops. Although flow 1 suffered nearly three drops
to every one for flow 2, the two flows achieved nearly identical data transfer rates. Both flows transferred
slightly more than 8MB of data. Flow 1 transferred slightly more data than flow 2, despite suffering more
losses.

5.3.3 Bidirectional Traffic

We saw from 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 that the first router encountered on the bottleneck link has a large impact
on drop behavior. The data flows in this simulation are asymmetric. One data flow encounters a droptail
router first while the other flow encounters a RED router first.

It is easy to see the asymmetric nature of the routers. There were 71 dropped packets. The RED router
dropped 67 packets (40 ACK packets and 27 data packets) compared to only 4 drops (all data packets) for the
droptail router. The loss of ACK packets has a minor impact on flow performance – a slightly slower rate of
growth for the congestion window. The loss of data packets causes reduction of the congestion window. The
loss of 26 consecutive packets causes a catastrophic reduction of the congestion window and forces the flow
to suffer a coarse grained timeout.

Both flows complete their transfers. Flow 2, which encountered the droptail queue first, finished in 58
seconds achieving 1.38Mbps throughput; flow 1 finished in 96 seconds achieving only 0.83Mbps throughput.

6 Conclusion

RED routers appear to have less buffer space because of REDmin and REDmax. Because of the
smaller apparent queue length, RED routers drop more packets than droptail routers with the same amount of
physical buffer space.

The random selection of packets to drop distributes drops across flows. The expectation is that flows
with more packets in the network will suffer more losses. Distributing the losses more heavily to flows with
the most packets in the network, RED more evenly distributes available bandwidth of the bottleneck link.
Such distribution is intuitively more fair.

End users are rarely concerned about fair distribution of network bandwidth. End users want to get
their file transferred as soon as possible. Left to their own devices, end users should not and will not adopt
RED routers into a network of droptail routers.

Network administrators in the core of the network may care strongly about fairness. Their customers
demand (at least) their fair share of network bandwidth. It makes sense for routers in the network core to be
replaced with RED routers as upgrades become necessary. This is particularly true for congested aggregation
points at the edge of the core.

7 Future Work

We have left a number of situations untested, specifically larger network topologies and short-lived
bursty flows.

We are interested in the effects of RED in larger topologies. Our current simulations assume that the
network has only one congested aggregation point. We do not know what effects will be seen when multiple
congested aggregation points interact.

We are also interested in the effects of RED on bursty, short-lived flows. The EWMA queue length
damps the rise of congestion and damps the decay of congestion at the router. It is possible that one bursty
flow might drive a router to congestion, completely blocking a second flow from successfully injecting any
packets into the network.
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